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REPORT TO TOWN MAYOR AND COUNCIL

DATE: June 25, 2015

TO: Mayor and Council

FROM: Erik Montague, Finance Director

THROUGH: Gilbert Davidson, Town Manager and Jamsheed Mehta, Deputy Town Manager

SUBJECT: Report to Council for the emergency procurement of soil stabilization and repair work 
in the Pines housing development along portions of North Mountain Stone Pine Way.

The purpose of this report is to provide information and to report on an expenditure made in 
adherence to Town Code 3-4-4 Emergency Purchases.  Emergency procurement of soil stabilization 
and repair work was determined to be necessary as the current condition places citizens and property 
at risk of injury or damage.  Town Code requires that a “full report of the circumstances of the 
emergency and the goods or services obtained shall be made to the town council at its next regular 
meeting”.  The following provides information surrounding the emergency procurement.

Background
In late fall 2014, Public Works staff became aware of collapsing or lifting driveways, curbs and asphalt
in the Pines development along portions of North Mountain Stone Pine Way.  Based upon staff 
review of site preparation documents, it was determined that a significant pit with an increasing 
depth of up to approximately 25 feet deep existed on the site which was filled in with soils as part of 
the site preparation work for the housing development.  However, compacted, engineered soils 
appear to not have been utilized to fill all sections of this pit.  A review of the soils evaluation report 
from Terracon indicated that these deep fill soils were used to support the front concrete drive ways, 
sidewalks, curb/gutters and asphalt roadway of approximately eight residences along a section of 
North Mountain Stone Pine Way.  An illustrative map is included as Exhibit 1.

As a result of inadequate fill soils and compaction, significant settling and compaction of the fill soils 
within portions of this pit are occurring which, in some cases, is causing significant collapsing, 
shifting or lifting of concrete slabs, sidewalks, curb/gutter and asphalt along portions of North 
Mountain Stone Pine Way.  Significant periods of precipitation appear to expedite the rate of settling 
and compaction of soils within the impacted area.  As significant shifts in soil have occurred and as 
the summer monsoons are quickly approaching which will potentially worsen the situation with 
increased precipitation, the Public Works department recommended that an emergency procurement 
occur so that the required stabilization and repair work can occur as quickly as possible.
  
Recommended Treatment
The recommended treatment for the fill soils within this pit is to first stabilize the soil by utilizing a 
filling, structural urethane in a grid pattern from a depth of 25 feet up to within approximately 4-5 
feet of the surface.   Once the soils have been stabilized, a second phase of the treatment utilizing an 
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expanding, structural urethane will be used to lift driveways, curbs and asphalt, as required.   The 
Public Works department utilized similar techniques along a section Blue Crossing Way in the 
Continental Ranch development with positive results.  A copy of the stabilization and repair proposal 
is attached to this report as Exhibit 2.

Financial Impact
Estimated costs within the public right of way are approximately $101,890.  Adequate budget capacity 
exists within the adopted 2016 budget to absorb these costs. 

Evaluation
Public Works staff reviewed cost estimates and determined the approach, techniques and costs are 
reasonable and appropriate.  Additionally, the stabilization and repair work will also significantly 
reduce the risk of additional damage to property and risk of personal injury within the development.
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